“THE CODE KILLERS”, A BOOK BY ACE HOFFMAN AND “COVER UP” BY KARL GROSSMAN, CAN BE DOWNLOADED FOR FREE FROM THE DON’T WASTE MICHIGAN WEBSITE. THERE IS ALSO INFO ON CURRENT AND PAST NUCLEAR EVENTS AND LINKS TO OTHER ENVIRONMENTAL GROUPS & HOW TO EMAIL US. DWM’S MEMBERSHIP IS OPEN SO WE HOPE YOU JOIN US TO HELP SAVE THE GREAT LAKES—OUR SACRED & BEAUTIFUL ECOSYSTEM—from radioactive waste and nuclear disasters. PLEASE CALL CONGRESS AND TELL THEM YOU DON’T WANT NUCLEAR WASTE AND NUCLEAR POWER. URGE THEM TO SUPPORT SOLAR & WIND ENERGY INSTEAD.

TOGETHER WE CAN MAKE A DIFFERENCE.

WWW.DONTWASTEMICHIGAN.ORG
Don't Waste Michigan (DWM) was formed when the Federal Government & nuclear industry targeted Michigan for nuclear waste dumps. Led by Dr. Mary Sinclair, DWM helped organize town meetings & rallies at the state Capitol and convinced the legislators that a nuclear dump in Michigan was not acceptable. The campaign was a great success, not only in stopping Michigan from becoming a nuclear waste dump, but also in educating the public about nuclear issues in the Great Lakes region. DWM now functions on a global scale, in coalition with other groups to host educational seminars, conferences, rallies, and events.

DWM actively opposes the relicensing of dangerous, aging nuclear power plants, the unsafe storage of nuclear waste, and the waste of taxpayer money to fund nuclear.

If you wish to join Don’t Waste Michigan or would like more information, please visit our website:

www.dontwastemichigan.org

Map Key: ✲ = dangerous, aging nuclear reactors

Educator, public access TV producer & filmmaker Corinne Carey & friend Chester Lowe gave a presentation on nuclear issues at a Sierra Club meeting in Grand Rapids in July 2011. Both are active DWM members.

Don’t Waste Michigan members joined with NEIS to hold four Nuclear-Free Great Lakes Action Camps.

Pictured are (left to right) David Kraft of NEIS, Kevin Kamps of DWM and Beyond Nuclear*, Corinne Carey of DWM & Corey Conn. *www.beyondnuclear.org

Don’t Waste Michigan has joined a coalition to stop the transport of high level nuclear waste in the waters of the Great Lakes.


Don't Waste Michigan member Kathryn Barnes attends annual meetings the Nuclear Regulatory Commission holds on nuclear reactor assessments. The public is encouraged to attend the meetings & voice concerns.